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ABSTRACT The internet is progressing towards a new technology archetype grounded on smart systems,
heavily relying on artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), blockchain platforms, edge computing,
and the internet of things (IoT). The merging of IoT, edge computing, and blockchain will be the most
important factor of empowering new automatic service and commercial models with various desirable
properties, such as self-verifying, self-executing, immutability, data reliability, and confidentiality provided
by the advancement in blockchain smart contracts and containers. Motivated by the potential paradigm shift
and the security features brought by blockchain from the traditional centralized model to a more robust
and resilient decentralized model, this tutorial article proposes a multi-tier integrated blockchain and edge
computing architecture for 5G and beyond for solving some security issues faced by resource-constrained
edge devices. We begin with a comprehensive overview of different edge computing paradigms and their
research challenges. Next, we present the classification of security threats and current defense mechanisms.
Then, we present an overview of blockchain and its potential solutions to the main security issues in edge
computing. Furthermore, we present the classification of facilitating developers of different architectures to
select an appropriate platform for particular applications and offer insights for potential research directions.
Finally, we provide key convergence features of the blockchain and edge computing, followed by some
conclusions.

INDEX TERMS Cloud computing, blockchain, edge computing, mist computing, fog computing, security
and privacy, 5G, cloudlets, server-less computing, consensus process, smart contracts, and blockchain
platforms.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the precipitous advancement of the IoT, billions of
devices are being linked with the network. The number of
devices connecting to the system is an amazing thing but even
more than that it is not the devices but the amount of data that
is just growing exponentially. As the devices are coordinating
with each and everything around in the network, data traffic
is continuing to grow enormously. It is expected about 2 GB
of traffic per day per person by 2022, which is a lot but
that is going to be completely dwarfed by the data generated
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by devices. Some examples of that are such as a connected
airplane that generates 5 terabytes per day, a connected hos-
pital 3 terabytes per day, a smart factory 3 petabytes per day,
and an autonomous vehicle that generates 4 terabytes per
day. With all such data being generated we cannot simply
transport them into the cloud to analyze. The fact is that
no matter how fast our uplink is, we cannot transport such
a quantity of data with the available bandwidth. All these
factors act as motivation for academicians and industries to
work towards next-generation cloud computing technologies.
In addition to this, almost all these edge devices are effort-
lessly hacked and compromised. Usually, these edge devices
are constrained in computational complexity, data storage,
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and network resources, and thus are highly susceptible to
security attacks than other edge nodes such as smartphones,
computers, or tablets.

Cloud computing over the years has developed an essential
part of data processing. Though, the cloud servers deployed
centrally on a global scale have to compute a massive volume
of data. Moreover, the latency of the network also surges
with an increase in the physical distance between the end-user
and the cloud, thereby resulting in the rise of response time
and quality of service (QoS) degradation of user applications.
Furthermore, the user device performance has a significant
impact on the computing time in this environment. As we
move to next-generation computing technologies, we are
going to witness sorts of storage, computation, and analytic
capability extend out to the edge devices.

A. OVERVIEW
Edge computing paradigm performs by letting some of the
data computation to be executed by an edge server located
close to the data generator such as mobile devices, sensors,
smart homes, etc., increases the performance of low latency
real-time applications and thus reduces the workload of cloud
servers. Autonomous cars are one of the great examples of
real-time edge computing applications [1]. It is going to look
like a mini cloud or data center on wheels architecturally but
on a different scale. It is going to have all the capabilities to
store, computing, and analytics locally along with performing
higher computational tasks and functions in the cloud. The
autonomous car has gotten cameras, radars, LiDAR,GPS, etc.
along with storing all the produced data. The car needs to take
real-time decisions on how to steer the car. It simply cannot
direct the data to the cloud and wait for the response to which
way to steer the car, which is not going to work. The latency
requirement is way too short to ever do that. We can also
consider the cases of a connected factory or a hospital. Due
to privacy concerns, the factory or hospital does not intend to
send all the data to the cloud but needs to do some analytics
locally for instance removing or masking the privacy critical
data before sending it to the cloud.

So evolving to such architecture where we have acquired
storage, computing, and analytics distributed across the end-
to-end network and drive some interesting new capabilities
and technologies. Speed, security and privacy, scalability,
location of computing resources, and low cost are some of
the driving forces to push some of the functionalities to be
performed on the edges.

The existing supporting technologies that are going to be
used within the edge computing network architecture are
listed in Figure 1. Containerization, Orchestration, 5G, AI &
Machine Learning, etc. are the technologies that are being
used currently, and in these scenarios, it is just adaptation
of these technologies in edge computing framework [2].
Accordingly, there is a vast set of open-source frameworks of
these technologies. But different use-cases of edge comput-
ing have different scale requirements. Hence, adaptation and
optimization need to be done in these supporting technologies

FIGURE 1. Supporting technologies of edge computing.

to integrate with edge computing. Edge computing is going
to become an indispensable component of the 5G network.
If we think about autonomous vehicles and how they com-
municate with the network and one another, 5G is going to
have a critical part. Software-defined network (SDN) space
has a bunch of essential open-source technologies as we can
never build a 5G network employing existing expensive and
slow hardware and software. These technologies are having
significant roles to play there.

Since the edge computing paradigm exemplifies a collec-
tion of interconnected networks and heterogeneous devices.
It inherits the conventional security and privacy issues related
to all the constituent technologies. And these threats are,
in fact, very substantial. Along with securing all these con-
stituent components, we also need to orchestrate the assorted
security techniques. After the cloud-like computing and ana-
lytics functions are brought to the network edge, novel secu-
rity situations will arise which are yet to be extensively
studied [3]. These security issues are considered a blend of
the ‘‘worst-of-all-worlds’’ related to security.

The memory, power, and computing resource constraint
devices pose additional challenges to edge security. Thus the
security solutions need to be adapted in the constrained edge
architecture. Blockchain is being considered as a disruptive
technology by academicians and industries that offers poten-
tial solutions in managing, controlling, and most importantly
in the security of edge computing networks and devices [4].
The incorporation of blockchain and edge computing into a
single framework will make it possible to have reliable access
and control over the network, storage, and distributed compu-
tational resources at the edge. Consequently, edge comput-
ing makes storage, network management, and computation
capabilities available close to the edges in a safe manner.
Regardless of the prospect of an integrated blockchain and
edge computing network, its scalability augmentation, self-
organization, the convergence of resources, resource man-
agement, and the novel security challenges [5] remain open
before its application in edge use cases.

B. RELATED WORK
There exist a lot of discussions in the literature of edge
computing and blockchain technology but very little work
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has been done towards the integration of edge computing and
blockchain technology at the edge nodes. For edge comput-
ing, various studies on security of several edge computing
archetypes have been reported, e.g. fog computing [6]–[10],
mobile edge computing [10]–[12], mobile cloud comput-
ing [13]–[15], and mobile ad-hoc cloud computing [16]–[18].
These preliminary analyses examine security threats that
influence the integrity of these edge computing archetypes,
together with an overview of the security procedures of
defending all functions and infrastructures. Other surveys
have studied basic characteristics, research challenges,
and opportunities of different edge computing paradigms
[19]–[22]. Caprolu et al. [2] discussed security issues
about supporting technologies for edge computing, and
Dustdar et al. [23] presented detailed individual character-
istics and use cases along with certain future challenges of
edge and fog computing paradigms. Alrowaily and Lu [24]
reviewed the concepts, characteristics, security, and edge
computing IoT-driven applications besides the security fea-
tures of a data-driven world. Yu et al. [25] conducted a broad
review and examined edge computing to enhance the imple-
mentation of IoT, and classified the edge computing into
different groups based on their architecture. In addition to
security issues in edge computing, they also evaluated the
accessibility, reliability, and confidentiality of each group,
and proposed a framework to evaluate the security of the
IoT networks involving edge computing. Roman et al. [3]
analyzed the security threats, research challenges, and mech-
anisms inherited by all edge computing archetypes, mean-
while pointing out the potential interactions and functions
to integrate security mechanisms in edge paradigms.
Yahuza et al. [26] investigated existing works and high-
lighted different categories of privacy and security threats and
state-of-the-art technologies for the curtailment of different
security threats. They also summarized different metrics
to evaluate the performance of these techniques, classified
different attacks and presented some technical trends in
alleviating these attacks.

Recently, blockchain technology has received extensive
attention, and numerous studies have been reported. Some
works [27]–[31] presented the main principles of blockchain
technology and its applications especially bitcoin. Other
works can be categorized into three types: applications
[32]–[40], security threats and privacy issues [41]–[46], and
consensus protocols [41], [47]–[50]. Eyal et al. [27] pro-
posed a novel Bitcoin-NG (next generation) designed to scale
blockchain protocol and meanwhile it is byzantine faults
tolerant and robust against extreme churn. Pilkington [28]
studied the main principles of blockchain technology with
somemore applications. Drescher [29] presented comprehen-
sive conceptual and technical aspects of the blockchain nec-
essary to build a blockchain and understand business-related
blockchain applications. Besides, [29] also analyzed the
economic impact and potential of blockchain technology
in a wide range of applications. Cachin [30] presented
a hyperledger blockchain fabric architecture, which is an

open-source permissioned distributed ledger framework
based on user-defined smart contracts. It has robust security,
identity features, and employs a segmental architecture along
with attachable consensus protocols. Maesa and Mori [31]
reviewed the certain application of blockchain technology
in particular healthcare ledger management, identity man-
agement systems, access control system, electronic voting
system, and distributed notary management. For each appli-
cation, [31] also evaluated the issues, associated require-
ments, and potential advantages that blockchain technology
implementation might bring forth.

Recent related works in developing distributed platforms
for the IoT emphasized the tendency of optimizing the
blockchains for their implementation onto the resource-
constrained IoT edges. Ali et al. [51] specified the latest
works in which IoT networks are isolated by using
blockchain-connected gateways. Ouaddah et al. [52] pre-
sented a completely distributed pseudonymous and pri-
vacy conserving authorization controlling framework (called
FairAccess) that empowers consumers to own and manage
their data. Bahga and Madisetti [53] introduced a cloud-
blockchain hybrid system enabling industrial IoT (IIoT)
devices to interact with both cloud and blockchain. This
system needs more computational resourceful IIoT devices,
equipped with single board computers (SBC) capable of
providing an interface between these platforms. Khan and
Salah [54] presented major IoT security issues with regard
to its layered architecture along with possible blockchain
solutions and open research gaps.

Apart from isolated industry verticals, to prevent the scala-
bility challenges faced during the blockchain and IoT integra-
tion, the use of multiple blockchains is a promising method.
Recent developments in research put significant efforts
on designing inter-blockchain networks for reducing the
largely incoming transactions to any particular blockchain.
Sagirlar et al. [55] described hybrid-IoT layered blockchain
architecture, for which Proof-of-work (PoW) and blockchain
inter-connector systems are amalgamated in the hybrid-IoT
framework to enable communication between blockchains.
However, it cannot be implemented on resource-constrained
IoT edge devices because of the high computational necessi-
ties of PoW consensus. Xiong et al. [4] presented the concept
of edge computing for the applications of mobile blockchain,
particularly for IoT blockchain mining task offloading on
a testbed. Stanciu [56] examined the IEC 61499 standard
for decentralized control systems and reported the ongoing
research related to the implementation of functional blocks
as smart contracts on a management level by using the
blockchain technology platform. The convergence of edge
nodes that carry out the responsibility of process control at
the executive level is built on the micro-services framework.
Conoscenti et al. [57] and Ali et al. [58] deliberated the
matters of scalability, reliability, and security and privacy
in blockchain for the IoT applications. Dorri et al. [59]
suggested a new blockchain multi-layer architecture for
IoT using a two-layered superimposed public blockchain
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architecture and several smart home blockchains, and those
smart homes act as centralized private ledgers. The authors
of [59] have developed a quick and scalable consensus
mechanism by selecting random validators based on their
reputation to decrease the computational overhead for the
overlay blockchain. Mendki [60] described several possible
challenges in a blockchain-enabled edge that may arise for
ensuring data privacy and data integrity meanwhile executing
the data processing remotely. The authors of [60] also pre-
sented current research works and possible solutions to solve
the privacy and integrity challenges. Bhattacharya et al. [61]
reviewed the mobile edge computing (MEC) architecture and
proposed a mobile blockchain framework to ease the mining
process. They also investigated the effects of the conver-
gence of blockchain with MEC. Researchers and industries
also concentrated on direct acyclic graphs (TDAG) based
approaches to blockchains such as IOTA [34] and NEO [62].
IOTA tangle has great potential in enabling a decentralized
IoT edge by means of a distributed ledger framework. Efforts
are going on to solve and reduce its existing limitations. One
of these endeavors is G-IOTA [63], which expects to enhance
the tip selection algorithm of the IOTA tangle for the new
transaction issuance and validation.

C. CONTRIBUTION
Previous methodical surveys and system reviews have iden-
tified earlier developments, though development in the
field of edge computing needs to reconsider the paradigms
(Blockchain, AI, ML, and IoT) which are going to drive edge
computing. There is a necessity for a methodical survey for
evaluation, upgrade, and integration of current research in
the edge computing field with the emerging technologies and
archetypes e.g. blockchain, IoT, sever-less computing, and
AI. The main contributions of this tutorial work are:
• A comprehensive overview of different research chal-
lenges of edge computing along with security issues and
their current defense mechanisms.

• Identification of different challenges and risks of
blockchain technology.

• Identification of the diverse means to integrate edge
computing and blockchains along with the impact on
edge computing and related archetypes.

• Some blockchain-based solutions for numerous security-
related challenges in edge computing.

• A conceptual integrated blockchain and edge computing
architecture for 5G and beyond, which is robust against
different security attacks together with the influence of
blockchain on edge computing evolution.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
outlines different edge computing paradigms and the pro-
posed architecture is detailed in the case study subsection.
Section III discusses challenges, emerging trends, and impact
areas of edge computing. Section IV outlines the classifica-
tion of security threats. Section VII reports blockchain as a
potential solution for different security challenges. Figure 2
shows the complete organization of the tutorial paper.

II. EDGE COMPUTING
Edge computing is a process of deploying data computing
capabilities near the edge of the network, where data is being
generated and actions are performed to enhance response
time and bandwidth utilization. Figure 3 shows the basic
three-layer (cloud data centers, fog computing node, and edge
device layers) infrastructure of edge computing.

A. EDGE COMPUTING CORRELATED MODELS
Cloud computing technology is not capable of meeting cer-
tain requirements due to several reasons for instance jitter,
low latency, mobility support, energy, and context aware-
ness that are essential for many applications and services,
for example, augmented reality, health services, autonomous
vehicular networks, etc. In recent years, different paradigms
have been developed to fill these requirements such as
fog computing, mobile cloud computing (MCC), mobile
edge computing (MEC), and server-less edge computing.
This section discusses the fog and various edge computing
paradigms. Some key features that distinguish cloud, fog, and
edge computing are mentioned in Table 1.

1) FOG COMPUTING
The fog computing model was designed to create a decen-
tralized computing architecture and extend the cloud-like
applications, services, networking, storage, computing capa-
bilities, redundant data removal, data offloading, and decision
making on the edges. Thus preserves time and communi-
cation resources of the network [3], [6], [64]. Hierarchical
infrastructure is created by taking advantage of fog comput-
ing architecture, where the locally generated data is computed
at the fog node and the global analytics are executed at the
cloud servers [65]. It is needed to decrease the overheads of
the transmitted data, and subsequently, enhance the perfor-
mance of the system by decreasing the required processing
and storage of huge amounts of superfluous data in cloud
platforms. For example, GPS data compression can take place
at the edge device before offloaded to cloud servers in an
intelligent transportation system (ITS) [66]. Fog computing
is also well-defined as horizontal and vertical platforms [67].

Fog platform can be combined with wireless mobile
communication technologies beyond 5G as random access
network (RAN) which is defined as Fog-RAN [68]. To facil-
itate faster content retrieval and reduce the workload on the
front-haul, F-RAN computing resources can be utilized for
accumulating at the network edge.

2) MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING
The objectives of mobile edge computing (MEC) is to reduce
system latency and improve the performance of the network
by installing mobile applications at the edge and optimize the
current mobile network architecture. IBM and Nokia were
the first to create this application platform at the mobile
base station and provide the services from the edges of
the network [3], [69]. Under the specifications provided
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FIGURE 2. Structure of the paper: Edge computing and its convergence with blockchain for 5G and beyond.

by the industry specification group (ISG) launched by the
European telecommunications standards institute (ETSI),
it aims to offer IT service atmosphere and cloud-like com-
puting abilities at mobile edges [70], [71]. A heterogeneous
MEC platform creation is being pursued by the ISG, where
several services providers can deploy their applications and
services. These service environments will be deployed by
telecommunication companies in their existing infrastructure
once the standards are established to offer low latency, high
bandwidth efficiency, quality-of-service (QoS), routing area
code (RAC) information, and location awareness [72], [73].
Augmented reality, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based
mobile computing system [22], connected cars, intelligence

video acceleration, and IoT gateways are some of the
expected application of the MEC [74]. Sharing of
resources amongst several mobile service providers such as
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) [19], as well as storage and
computing abilities. Enhancing management flexibilities of
MEC can be done by virtualization [75]–[77] of both mobile
edge and mobile edge network.

MEC helps in enhancing current applications and presents
tremendous potential for the development of novel wide-
ranging services and applications. The main use cases of
MEC are computational offloading [78], distributed content
delivery, caching [79], web performance enhancement [80],
application-awareness, and content optimization, etc.
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FIGURE 3. The edge computing infrastructure.

TABLE 1. Key features that contrast edge computing, Foge computing,
and cloud computing.

3) MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING
The development of mobile cloud computing (MCC)
paradigm has changed the existing technology widely from

physical to virtualized network infrastructure [81]–[85].
MCC is demarcated as a platform on which data processing
and storage are implemented in the mobile clouds, instead of
handling on smart mobile edge devices [86]. Users subscribe
to the services from the mobile cloud by offloading the high
computational intensive applications to mobile clouds for
processing and the required data or information is extracted
and send back to the smart mobile device (SMD). The
subscriber needs to pay for the services they subscribe to,
from the service provider [87]. The pay-as-you-go concept of
charging attracts smartphone users and subscribes to services
namely IaaS, system-as-service (SaaS), and platform-as-
a-service (PaaS).

Mobile cloud computing services are independent of the
location and mobility of the mobile device, but the user
can connect MCC through a web browser at any time from
anywhere without any interruption [88]. MCC has reduced
several limitations for instance data processing and storage
faced by mobile communication architecture. Both processes
are executed using cloud resources, by connecting with the
cloud over the internet utilizing Wi-Fi, LTE, 5G, or any
other wireless technology through their SMD. Accordingly,
MCC can be defined as a bridge between cloud computing
and users via the mobile web. Therefore, MCC is the con-
vergence of three technologies smart mobile edge devices,
mobile communication networks, and the cloud computing
platform.

4) MOBILE AD HOC CLOUD COMPUTING (MACC)
Workload offloading in the MCC paradigm solves many key
problems such as resource constraints, computing capability,
and energy limitations, but it has been found that connection
to the remote cloud is not always accessible and gives rise
to the development of MACC [18], [89], [90]. It utilizes
the resources of available devices to develop a dynamic ad
hoc distributed system topology to execute a common task.
Thus, a MACC can be described as a distributed network of
autonomous computers, smartphones, and other IoT devices
connected via a communication network and distributed mid-
dleware, allowing devices to synchronize their functions and
share resources within the network [90], [91]. Due to the
highly dynamic nature, the system must make provisions to
accommodate the users that constantly leave and join the
system.

MACC is a virtual supercomputing edge [92] having
some distinctive features e.g. dynamic topologies, finite
resources, variable link capacity, restricted physical security,
and power-constraint operations mainly inherited from the
mobile networks and making it exceptional from other
server-based cloudlets and remote clouds. Since, due to the
battery-operated nature of the devices, only power constraint
computations are executed in the MACC. Distributed and
centralized are the two execution models for the MACC. The
design of lightweight algorithms and frameworks are required
for mobile ad hoc networks.
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5) CLOUDLET COMPUTING
Cloudlet is typically a viable personal computer or a worksta-
tion [7] having a virtual machine running on it [93]–[95]. The
purpose of the cloudlet is to decrease the end-to-end latency
between the cloud and mobile devices.

In the cloudlet computing architecture, all the heteroge-
neous devices present nearby including mobile phones, lap-
tops, and fixed computers cooperate and form a cloudlet [96].
Thus cloudlet is also a heterogeneous network. Dynamic
architecture is scalable, allows devices to leave and join the
network on the go. Cloudlets are also referred to as microdata
centers introduced first byMicrosoft as a replica of traditional
cloud computing data centers for edge devices.

There are several successful functional examples of com-
mercial cloudlet services in practical environments [97].
Cloudlets are evolving to be an important enhancement to
the MCC architecture. It brings the users closer to the cloud.
Resource capabilities of the mobile devices are augmented
effectively by data offloading and computation offload-
ing [98]. On the other hand, there are several research chal-
lenges for the cloudlets to be deployed widely. Security of the
cloudlets is the prime importance for the users to subscribe
to privacy-related services, e.g. e-Commerce and e-banking.
To resolve the security-related issues, a reliable security
mechanism needs to be developed. Furthermore, there are
no standards for the cloudlet services and to manage the
large number of services and operations the ‘‘killer app’’ for
cloudlet mobile computing is yet to be developed.

6) SERVERLESS CLOUD COMPUTING
Function-as-a-service (FaaS) or serverless computing is
well-defined as software architecture to separate services
and applications into several functions and provide a smooth
holding and execution environment as a platform. The soft-
ware application designers are only concerned about the
lightweight and stateless functions having the capability to
run over application program interface (API) based on the
on-demand principle, consuming resources only at the point
of function execution [99], [100]. In applications based on
serverless computing business logic is located at the end and
is made available to the user through mobile or web applica-
tions to execute on provided resources with no need of renting
virtual machines (VM) while the data storage, application
logic, and servers are situated in the cloud [101]. FaaS can
overcome or address several open research challenges e.g.
fault tolerance, load balancing, and resource allocation.

Moreover, two types of services (FaaS and backend-as-
a-service (BaaS)) are provided by serverless computing, and
Google Cloud, Amazon AWS, and Microsoft Azure support
these services. The serverless computing paradigm comes up
with many research issues such as bandwidth consumption,
task scheduling, security and privacy, server tools, declarative
deployment, refactoring functions, concurrency, and recovery
semantics, and code granularity. Some future research direc-
tions for FaaS are precise as the development of new IoT

based applications for supplementary secure communication
and enhance the privacy of data, due to resource constraint
devices and inability to support heavy security algorithms and
firewalls. So blockchain technology needs to be implemented
to improve security and the AI system is the other potential
technology to enhance the serverless computing design.

7) MIST COMPUTING
By collaborating fog and cloud computing based on the
notion that communication between sensors and actuators
level should be made possible without straining the commu-
nication networks and internet has given rise to the devel-
opment of mist computing, by exploiting the resources of
the network from the devices at the very edge [102]. Thus
mist computing is explicitly defined as a model in which
devices having anticipated accessibility, distribute compu-
tational and communication resources as services in their
surroundings via the device-to-device (D2D) communication
protocols [103]. Mist nodes are different from the regular
mobile web servers (MWS) offering static software services
to subscribers. Some core features of mist computing are that
it is scalable, reconfigurable, self-location aware, and uses
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication [104]. In this
paradigm, any node can subscribe to the services offered
by any other device by just having a working internet con-
nection [105]. From the above inference, mist computing is
evolving rapidly and is considered a potential technology to
solve several challenges e.g. a single-point failure in cloud
and fog paradigms.

B. CASE STUDY
Real-time performance guarantees are critical for new tech-
nologies that rely on real-time virtualization including appli-
cations such as safety features in smart cars [1] designed
to prevent accidents or remote monitoring of patients [106]
with serious conditions or others. Edge computing combines
the characteristics of cloud computing and virtualization to
bring high computing competencies as close as conceivable
to end-users. The commercial potential of this technology
is massive; however, the practical implementation of this
technology is dependent on its maturity as well as its definite
description by appropriate standardization bodies, commer-
cial organizations, and open-source projects. Thus, we pre-
sented a multi-tier blockchain-enabled edge computing archi-
tecture [4] shown in Figure 4.

The architecture in Figure 4 represents the applicability
and efficiency of blockchain in mobile and static edge com-
puting environments. All the devices in this network archi-
tecture gather, store, provide services, and communicate data
by running blockchain-enabled applications through transac-
tions. The blockchain mining process will be used to verify
all the operations.

To solve the problem of increasing ledger size beyond
memory capacity due to the high block generation rate,
the edge computing paradigm is used as ledger storage.
Thus, transaction verification and block generation will be
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FIGURE 4. Proposed integrated blockchain and edge computing network architecture for 5G and beyond.

performed in the traditional way of blockchain, though,
the verified transactions, the performance records, the node
details, and the communication between nodes will be stored
at the edge computing nodes present inside the network. Thus,
the IoT devices will function appropriately as blockchain
nodes, though, these nodes will export and store ledger to
edge computing node at every stage of each transaction.
In the proposed architecture smart contracts are used for
edge device registration, data storage, service, and resource
management along with validating the transaction data within
the network. Edge devices will be capable of accessing the
ledger to keep it updated with each generated block. In such
a way, access to the storage is faster, with low latency. There-
fore, the convergence of blockchain with edge computing
will increase the performance and security of IoT devices in
particular, and the whole edge network in general.

The data abstraction procedure will be performed by edge
devices according to the service needs of a particular appli-
cation. Thus data related to devices like power status, acces-
sibility, and physical conditions can be utilized to achieve the
required QoS all the time. Besides, data associated with areas
such as energy, healthcare, autonomous vehicles, factories,
etc. can be mined from the stored data on edges as well, so as
to help them to enhance the performance and reduce resource
consumption.

III. CHALLENGES, TRENDS, AND IMPACT AREAS OF
EDGE COMPUTING
We have characterized seven different edge computing
paradigms and a case study in the preceding section.

Even though the idea of edge computing is straightforward
but its implementation poses numerous challenges. The main
ones are described in detail and some challenges with their
research directions are summarized in Table 2 in this section.

1) PROGRAMMABILITY
Typically, cloud computing is capable of supporting large
and complex codes due to the availability of appropriate
infrastructure with high computational capabilities, storage,
and power. In contrast, in the edge computing paradigm,
the computation is done at the resource constraint end-nodes,
which are most probably working on heterogeneous plat-
forms. In this scenario, the programmer confronts setbacks
to develop an application capable of running in the resource
constraint and heterogeneous edge computing computing
environment.

a: FRAMEWORKS AND LANGUAGES
With the recent development of the edge computing
paradigm, general-purpose computing might not be sup-
ported by the edge nodes, the development of frameworks
and toolkits will be needed. The software design that targets
to run on certain edge nodes will require sustaining paral-
lelism in workload and data while executing the workload
on multi-layered hierarchical hardware of the network. The
programming language used in the software design needs
to respect the diversity of the hardware and resource capa-
bility of the system. Vendor-specific edge nodes make it
more complicated than current models by taking into account
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TABLE 2. Challenges and potential research directions of edge computing.

the workflow supporting frameworks of each vendor that
makes the cloud accessible. In a distributed environment,
software frameworks, and programming toolkit development
[107], [108] is a definite research direction.

b: LIGHTWEIGHT LIBRARIES AND ALGORITHMS
Due to hardware limitations, edge nodes are not capable
of sustaining substantial and complex software applications

and operating systems. For example, Intel’s T3K concurrent
dual-mode system on chip (SoC) with four core Arm-based
CPU and very narrow memory on small cell BTS (base sta-
tion), will not support to run heavy and complex data process-
ing tool Apache Spark that needs at least 8 GB memory and
8 cores CPU to deliver a good performance. Edge node ana-
lytics will need lightweight programs to perform realistically
machine learning and data processingworkloads [109], [110].
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There are merely some lightweight frameworks for instance
Apache Quarks and Tensorflow; Apache Quarks can be
deployed on some edge computing devices like smartphones
to perform real-time data computation along with filtering
and windowed combinations, not adequate for cutting-edge
computing functions.

c: MICRO OS AND VIRTUALIZATION
Challenges associated with the setting out of applications
and services on the heterogeneous edge nodes can be tackled
by doing significant research toward micro OS and micro
Kernels. Quick deployment, scale-down boot-up time, and
isolation of resources are the anticipated benefits [111].
In literature, research suggests that mobile containers that
combine with hardware through several virtual devices can
deliver comparable functioning to built-in hardware [112].
Docker’s like container [113], [114] technologies are at the
final phase of development and allow the swift deployment of
services [115] and applications on heterogeneous platforms.
Significant research is needed to approve containers as an
appropriate scheme for deploying applications on edge nodes.

2) NAMING OF EDGE DEVICES
There has been little work done in literature on the devel-
opment and standardization of a powerful naming scheme
for the edge (IoT) computing environments. To communicate
with and among the heterogeneous devices practitioners must
learn different communication and network protocols. The
edge computing naming scheme will then handle the high
changing network topology, security, and device mobility,
along with the scalability of tremendously large unreliable
devices. Traditional naming schemes, such as domain name
system (DNS) [19], uniform resource identifier (URI), elec-
tronic product code (EPC), MobilityFirst [116], uniform
resource locator (URL) and other uniform resource identi-
fiers fulfill the maximum of the current networks very well.
Named data networking (NDN) [117] is user-friendly and
scalable for the service management and offers a hierarchi-
cally organized name for the data-driven network. Though
extra proxy is required to concur into existing communication
technology protocols such as Wi-Fi, ZigBee, or Bluetooth,
and NDN has a security issue (difficult to separate device
physical information from the network address). Mobility-
First is very proficient for highly mobile environments and
can separate device names from the network address but it
needs a global unique identifier (GUID) to be used for the
naming, which is not required for static data aggregation
applications such as smart home environments. It is also very
difficult to manage services in MobileFirst for the edge as
GUID is not user-friendly.

However, for edge computing naming schemes, it needs
to be flexible enough to work for the heterogeneous edge
network with highly mobile and resource-scarce devices.
Though, sometimes internet protocol (IP) naming could be
heavy for certain resource constraint edge devices due to
its complexity and overhead. Therefore, for highly dynamic

environment applications e.g. smart city level system, naming
is an open research problem and needs further research by the
academicians and researchers.

3) DATA ABSTRACTION
Due to a tremendous volume of raw information produced
by billions of devices interconnected in the edge computing
paradigm, it is becoming challenging to store and commu-
nicate all this raw data in the edge computing paradigm
[118], [119]. Considering the IoT based smart-home context,
data from the smart things must be computed at the gateway
stage, to decrease the transmission cost, enhance privacy
protection, remove the unwanted raw data, and increase event
detection, and so on. Treated data will be communicated to
the higher levels for future applications. The data abstraction
process faces several challenges [21].

First of all, different devices produce data of different
formats as shown in Figure 5. Due to the secrecy and privacy
of the end-users, raw data must be made inaccessible to the
applications running on the edge operating system (edgeOS).
Besides, they have to pluck out the information they are
concerned about from an incorporated table containing the
processed data. But hiding the specific details of the sensed
data reduces the usability of the data. Yet, we cannot store
huge quantities of data due to storage challenges. Besides
the reliability of the data reported by some edge nodes, due
to insecure wireless communication channels, low precision
sensor, and vulnerable environment. IoT application and sys-
tem developers still face big challenges to abstract data from
unreliable data sources. The naming of data frommassive IoT
devices is becoming a huge challenge. A huge volume of data
is being generated and uploading by billions of IoT devices
simultaneously, which is a challenging task for file nomen-
clature, file reliability management, resource allocation, etc.
for different storage servers with diverse operating systems.

FIGURE 5. Edge computing data abstraction challenges.

4) SERVICE MANAGEMENT
There are four fundamental features concerning service man-
agement at the gateway of edge computing network, which
need to be sustained to assure a trustworthy system [21].
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Differentiation, isolation, extensibility, and reliability are
fundamental features [120].

a: DIFFERENTIATION
Witnessing the rapid growth in the deployment of the IoT
networks, it is predictable that several services will be
provided at the network edge, such as smart cities, smart
health services, and smart homes each having different pri-
orities depending on their application areas. For instance,
time-critical services in particular machine failure alarms,
fire alarms, and health-related services, such as heart failure
and fall detection should be given higher priority than online
gaming and entertainment services.

b: EXTENSIBILITY
The edge network operating system should be very flexible to
add and drop the things due to wearing out, or a new device
purchased by the owner like a mobile communication system.
Extensibility could be a massive challenging process for the
edge networks due to the dynamic nature of the devices.
To solve this problem a complaisant and expandable ser-
vice managing layer in the edge operating system (EdgeOS)
should be designed. This feature which may implicate several
dimensions in edge computing is also called scalability. Scal-
ability is defined by four parameters which are described as
follows.

i) SCALABLE PERFORMANCE
It supports the evolution of fog capabilities in response toQoS
demands such as low latency between sending raw sensor
data and consequent actuator response.

ii) SCALABLE CAPACITY
It permits the edge networks to modify the dimension as
further applications, edge nodes, users, or things got attached
or detached from the network.

iii) SCALABLE RELIABILITY
It allows the system to keep redundant edge capabilities to
withstand the faults or overloads. Additional edge nodes can
guarantee the integrity and dependability of the distribution
at scale, which is a feature of remote access service (RAS).
The scalability schemes utilized for the reliability of edge
computing also need to be highly scalable.

iv) SCALABLE SECURITY
It can be attained by the addition of hardware and software
modules at the edge gateways as its security requirements e.g.
scalable distribution, rights access, cryptography processing
capacity, and self-governing security features become more
rigorous.

c: ISOLATION
Distributed but coexisting applications and services running
over the top of the managed but shared resources at the

edge gateway require robust isolation from each other. These
services and applications, comprehending various processes
of diverse criticality, necessitate strict isolation concerning
resource guarantees, fault tolerance, and security. It can be
inferred from such necessities that the application perfor-
mance, the changes, and faults it bumps into do not impact
the other application in any way residing in the same edge
network. Isolation is going to be another challenge in the
edge paradigms at the edge gateway. One more challenge
of isolation is how to separate or hide a consumer’s private
information from the third-party applications. Well-designed
access and authentication mechanism need to be integrated
into the service management layer in the edgeOS.

d: RELIABILITY
Different challenges have been identified herein reliability
looking through a diverse account of the system, services,
and data. At times it is exceptionally puzzling to ascertain
the cause for a service breakdown precisely in the network.
It is not adequate to just retain the service during some node
failure, but also to provide necessary action after the node
crashes add to the purpose of the user.

It is very important for edgeOS to uphold the network
topology of the entire system and receive status signals from
every node. This feature will allow the system to deploy
failure detection, replacement of devices, and quality of data
detection services at the edge [121].

Several novel communication protocols have been sug-
gested for the data collection of IoT networks, which serves
the purpose well for a large number of sensor nodes and
their dynamic circumstances [122]. Though, have much less
connection reliability than Bluetooth orWi-Fi. Thus, a system
cannot deliver reliable services with unreliable data sensing
and communication protocols.

5) HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The edge computing paradigm faces several challenges by
supporting different types of IoT things having diverse appli-
cation and service requirements. An edge network is a system
made by integrating a combination of numerous platforms,
system topologies, and technologies, i.e., it is a heterogeneous
system. Hence, different services running on flexible and
heterogeneous platforms, located at different sites are very
challenging to program and managing their resources and
data.

Unlike cloud computing, edge computing is relatively
diverse. Even though various benefits are offered by the dis-
tributed network topologies, developers of edge services have
to overcome severe challenges in building an application that
operates on edge paradigm platforms. Several strategies have
been formulated to resolve these issues of the edge [116],
[117], [123], but not a single strategy serve the particular pur-
pose. To initialize communication with an edge node, the first
step is to discover the type of surrounding edge nodes [21].
Apart from that, numerous server-side codes are necessary
to be installed in the edge nodes. Therefore, managing and
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deploying those server-side programs is also a problematic
task.

6) OPTIMIZATION MATRICES
Unlike cloud computing, edge computing has multiple ser-
vice layers with diverse computational competencies. The
distribution of workload to each layer becomes a big chal-
lenge. The edge professionals need to choose which layer
to compute a certain task and the number of processes to
assign each layer. Multiple allocation schemes are available
in the literature to compute each task according to the com-
putational capability on each layer. The highly complex and
extreme cases require high resources to be offloaded to the
cloud. Several optimizationmatrices in this section are argued
to find the optimal allocation scheme, comprising latency,
energy, bandwidth, and cost.

a: LATENCY
The performance evaluation of edge computing applications
is done by calculating the latency matrices, specifically in
interacting applications or services [124], [125]. Long com-
munication delays to the cloud and processed response back
to the edge node can dramatically influence the real-time
or interaction intense services performance. For time-critical
services, it is better to process the data in the lowest layer of
the edge network having enough computation powers. It is
efficient and faster to preprocess the data due to its huge
quantity. The nearby possible physical layer is not always
available and might be occupied by any other task.We always
need to track the resource utilization of the nearest layers
to find an ideal layer, so that unnecessary waiting time is
avoided.

b: BANDWIDTH
Looking from the network latency’s perspective, the trans-
mission time can be reduced by having large bandwidth,
especially for bulky data [21], [126] (video, images, etc.).
For short transmission distance, a high bandwidth link can
be established to transmit and receive data from the edge.
In addition to this, latency can be significantly enhanced by
handling the workload at the edge rather than computation
done on the cloud. Doing this brings less bandwidth require-
ment to connect the cloud with the edge node. Moreover,
data communication reliability of the network is improved
as well, due to the short transmission channel. Although,
communication path distance cannot be decreased as the edge
cannot always fulfill the computational requirements, at least
the data size and bandwidth requirement are significantly
reduced due to preprocessing. Therefore, it is apparent to
calculate if the high bandwidth is required for the appropriate
speed at an edge gateway.

c: ENERGY
At the network edge, the battery is the utmost valuable
resource for the devices. At the physical layer, workload
offloading to the edge gateway can be considered as an

energy-free method [126], [127]. Hence, it is energy effi-
ciency, which decides to offload the whole or a part of the
workload to the edge gateway instead of computing locally.
A tradeoff between energy consumption by data computation
and data broadcasting is the key. In general, the energy char-
acteristics of the workload need to consider first. Is it com-
putational intensive? Resources required doing processing
locally? In addition to available bandwidth, the data size, and
the network signal strength [128] are few among the parame-
ters which influence the energy transmission overhead [117].
Thus, total power usage must be the accretion of all layered
architecture energy costs. Equating with the computation at
endpoints, the energy cost will increase drastically due to the
increase in the overhead of multi-hop transmission.

d: COST
Consider the service provider’s perception, for instance, IBM,
Microsoft Azure, Amazon, YouTube, Flipkart, etc., edge
computing paradigms offer them less energy consumption
and latency, throughput, and end-user experience is increased
potentially. Hence, for handling the same workload they can
make more profit. For instance, based on most users’ inter-
ests, service providers can place a video or game at the local
building layer edge. The higher layers can handle other com-
plex workloads. The service provider’s cost is the investment
in building layers and maintaining the infrastructure in each
layer.

The optimization matrices are diligently interlinked with
one another. For the efficient selection of allocation schemes
for various workloads, optimization matrices should be the
priority. Further, various cost analyses should be performed
during execution time. The resource utilization and interfer-
ence of simultaneous workloads should be maintained and
considered as well.

7) PERSISTENT QUALITY-OF-SERVICE AND
QUALITY-OF-EXPERIENCE
Quality-of-service (QoS) and quality-of-experience (QoE)
are used to evaluate the service quality and quality delivered
by the edge system to the end-user respectively [21]. It is
important to implement a basic principle of load distribution
in edge computing, i.e., to allocate the computational work-
load among edge nodes according to their available computa-
tional resources and capabilities [71], [72]. The nodes should
maintain high throughput and reliability when delivering for
the primary workload while accommodating the extra work-
load from the edge device or data center. For instance, the
services provided by that particular node might get affected
if the base station is overloaded. Datacenter or edge gate-
way requires comprehensive knowledge about the rush hours
of edge nodes in the system to allocate and schedule the
workload in an efficient way. The management framework
in a network is desirable but monitoring, scheduling, and
rescheduling at the infrastructure, platform, and application
levels related issues also follow up.
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8) STANDARDS AND ECONOMIC REALM
Edge standards can be implemented in reality and made
available for users if requirements, interactions, and threats
of all the service providers are determined [21]. There
are various endeavors to describe an assortment of cloud
standards, for example, those by Cloud Standard Customer
Council (CSCC), International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), International Standard Organization (ISO), IEEE stan-
dard Association, and National Institute of Standards and
Technologies (NIST). Nevertheless, such models currently
need to be reevaluated considering other stakeholders; public
and private organizations that own edge data centers, to out-
line the legal, ethical, and social traits of edge node services.

However, if the performance of the edge is comparable
and found reliably benchmarked with the well-defined opti-
mization matrices, then such standards can be implemented.
Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (CPEC) and
several other academic researchers are amongst those who
took the benchmarking initiative for cloud [115], [129], [130].
Benchmarkingmay come across substantial challenges, in the
cloud-like noisy environments. The current state-of-the-art
researches in the field of edge computing are not yet mature
to develop a reliable metric precisely from comprehensive
benchmarking suits. Substantial researches are still needed
to establish the edge computing standards. Thus edge node
benchmarking will be more challenging but offers more
research directions. Like themarketplace in cloud computing,
a marketplace with diverse edge nodes is feasible in edge
computing. Creating such a marketplace will require research
in the direction of defining service-level agreements (SLA)
and pricing models for edge nodes.

9) ORCHESTRATION AT THE EDGE
Orchestration is a technique to robotically organize, syn-
chronize, and manage multifaceted hardware and software
applications and resources. There are various types of poten-
tial orchestrations, such as service orchestration (hardware
and software service orchestration), infrastructure orches-
tration (infrastructure orchestration supporting multiple ser-
vices, consisting of physical or virtual computing, network,
and storage resources), and virtual infrastructure manager
(interchangeable with resource orchestration) [131]. Some
software orchestration platforms are OpenStack, Kubernetes,
open network automation platform (ONAP) [132], Cloudify,
and Open source management and orchestration (OSM).

Application orchestration management at the edge is the
logic describing the sharing of data between the devices and
applications to produce commercial intelligence. Installing
and handling an application for one IoT device is formulated
the same as for a hundred devices by the edge application
orchestration management. The utilization of real-time data
is done by taking the cloud traditional systems in an intel-
ligent edge era that is made possible by edge application
orchestration.

However, edge computing inflicts some distinctive chal-
lenges to orchestration [133] such as mobility, resource con-
straints, scale, and autonomy. There is a lot of work going
on headed for edge orchestration solutions in all open source
communities and ETSI. OpenStack, ONAP, and Kubernetes
like prominent platforms are presently concentrating on
resolving scale challenges for the orchestration components
in the core. Ukraine’s and StarlingX are other edge computing
platforms. But there is no real work concerning lightweight
edge orchestrators. Table 3 shows the requirements of the
ONAP orchestration platform to support edge computing.

10) SIMULATION PLATFORMS
With the introduction of the concept of edge computing mod-
els several new and substantial architecture challenges have
been produced for those all involved in the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR). Cloud, fog, and edge computing paradigm
services and applications contrast by degree and extent of
various optimization matrices and factors. Though, the com-
plexity and degree of these factors are the order of magnitude
higher than cloud and edge computing paradigms. To test
and evaluate the data and computation offloading, resource
assignment, and management schemes in edge computing
similar to cloud computing. Academicians and researchers
are facing several substantial challenges. Primarily, academi-
cians and researchers are not given access to the infrastructure
by the commercial service providers, and creating a testbed
having a high degree of reliability is equally complicated and
expensive, time and resource-demanding. Simulators have
been established as the potential techniques to address these
challenges. There are a large number of simulators being
designed to facilitate the modeling and assessment of diverse
characteristics of the IoT systems [134], [135]. All these
simulators have been designed without keeping the edge
environment needs in mind. Although there are certainly
some available simulators supporting edge computing such as
CloudSim (iFogSim, EdgeCloudSim, and IoTSim), FogTorch
(FogTorch II), OmNeT++ (FogNetSim++) and MiniNet
(EmuFog) [136], [137]. Thus, edge computing is in critical
need of simulation platforms addressing the maximum num-
ber of characteristics and optimization matrices identified
by [137], [138].

11) STANDARD PROTOCOLS
Standardization is a procedure for bringing academicians
and leading industries to strive on a single established plat-
form. It is a system made by integrating a combination of
numerous platforms, system topologies, and technologies.
Hence, for different services working on dynamic and diver-
sified platforms, located at different sites are very challeng-
ing to program and manage their resources and data [123].
Therefore, a standardized uncluttered environment is required
to be established for the edge to permit smooth and com-
petently assimilation of heterogeneous applications over the
edge platforms. The standardization of edge computing is
going to speed up the swift growth of edge-based mobile
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TABLE 3. ONAP enhancement and requirements to support edge.

applications through the industry, and eventually upsurge the
market size. Mobile edge computing standard characteristics
need to be implemented such as computational offloading,
data offloading, context-aware information, etc. by standard
protocols. Protocols once established can be optimized and
improved by researchers and academicians by implementing
or modeling in the real platform.

ETSI at the end of 2014 with the establishment of ISG
on MEC has started the standardization of edge computing

protocols [139], [140]. That is currently the only available
international standard in this field of technology, though;
new evolving initiatives are on the go in third generation
partnership project (3GPP) targeting the integration of MEC
in 5G and beyond technologies. Internet engineering task
force (IETF) and other standard developing organizations
are as well working from diverse perspectives around edge
computing [53]. Thus, a lot of research works are needed
towards standard protocol establishment for the realization of
edge computing.

12) NETWORK MANAGEMENT
This is the key component of any network and it plays a
critical role in fog and edge computing; network manage-
ment [21] is the technique to interconnect all the smart edge
devices to the network and take advantage of all offered
resources by several deployed edge nodes. The edge network
comprises an enormous number of devices that are spread
transversely in huge areas. An attractive function is to accom-
plish and sustain connectivity. Evolving technologies such as
SDN and NFV are considered among the potential solutions
to have a remarkable impact on the edge computing net-
work implementation and maintenance. These technologies
increase the scalability and decrease the management and
maintenance costs of the network [131].

We need a good connectivity mechanism in network man-
agement because both mobile and immobile nodes coincide
in the network. Here connectivity is the main aspect of the
network. There should be an easy mechanism to connect and
disconnect the devices from the network to accommodate the
uncertainty created by the connecting devices. To increase the
edge network with more advanced or smart devices, the intel-
ligent IoT integrator [102] is planning to build a marketplace
where all clients can share their data with other different
participants and obtain incentives in return.

13) AI FOR EDGE COMPUTING
Recent works in the literature address AI in a diverse
perception of edge computing, IoT, and networks
[124], [141]–[153]. However, AI schemes for edge comput-
ing consist of eminent models, such as autonomous agents
with learning and cognitive abilities, reasoning, prognostic
data analytics, and machine learning. Combined contem-
plation of AI schemes and edge computing, EdgeAI, ben-
efits both technologies in several ways. There are various
research challenges and issues that AI implementation in
edge computing faces, thereupon holding back the emergence
of AI-based edge computing applications.

a: TRAINING COSTS OF DL MODELS
It is very challenging to train a deep learning model on
resource constraint edge devices. A few endeavors have
been made to train models by applying model cropping
and quantization but the resulted trained edge models are
frequently having lower precision. Thus, the modeling of
energy-proficient processes for training neural networks on
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the edges is a prospective research direction. Therefore, there
is a need for building innovative schemes and structures to
enhance the speed of training and inference.

b: HETEROGENEOUS DATA
The heterogeneous environment is created in intelligent edge
computing systems due to diverse IoT devices available in
the market running on variable and dissimilar platforms.
To handle the variety of data, ML algorithms require learning
information extraction from different data types having dif-
ferent features such as audio, images, video, text, and motion.
Learning over multiple modalities (e.g. audio and video) mul-
timodal deep learning schemes are employed [147]. Although
these ML algorithms appear potentially promising, in reality,
it is challenging to design proper layers for combining fea-
tures through heterogeneous data and model deployment on
the resource-constrained edge devices.

c: DISTRIBUTED ML CHALLENGES
Researchers have come up with an edge-based distributed
algorithm to control the huge quantity of data produced by
connected things over distributed computing hierarchies. The
hierarchical architecture consists of the end-devices layer
(sensors), the edge server layer, and the cloud server layer.
Such algorithms deliver sufficiently well accuracy with natu-
rally distributed datasets, for instance, market analysis and
fraud detection. Though, the influence of the diversified
datasets on the precision and reliability of a distributed system
is still an open research direction [148], [149].

The development of the SDN and NFV into 5G and beyond
communication systems to govern scattered ML will be an
interesting research field for next-generation ML academi-
cians and scientists.

d: CREATING NEW DATASETS USING UNLABELED DATA
The capability to train with unknown input data is an indis-
pensable characteristic of deep learning algorithms. For cre-
ating new datasets, the enormous unlabeled data created by
the end devices are the best sources, however advanced ML
algorithms need to build datasets with less noisy labels.

Data augmentation of edge and other end devices is another
active research field to enrich the deep learning performance.
Overfitting problems in ML models are evaded by producing
sufficient data in augmentation [144], [153].

e: ACCURACY OF THE LEARNING MODEL
It has been studied and established that edge-based deep
learning models have applications in time-critical services
like health care [124], [152], but smart and intelligent sys-
tems are required to possess a great level of accuracy due to
safety-critical aspects before using in the health care sector.
Unavailability of the processed datasets is another challenge.

f: AUGMENTED COGNITION
Currently, research is going on to explore in what way
DL and edge paradigm can be utilized to augment human

cognition to build an adaptive human-machine alliance by
guiding the human for unacquainted workloads and for mag-
nifying the memory capability of humans [151], [152]. Such
techniques can transmute the abilities to execute both routine
and complex jobs by humans having low cognitive abilities,
but challenges about privacy, security, accuracy, and ethics
necessitate to be facilitated before deployment of such
systems.

14) SECURITY AND PRIVACY
User secrecy and data confidentiality guarantees are
extremely significant security functions that ought to be given
at the network edge. Taking use case of a smart home set
up with IoT, the data generated from it can be exploited to
extract a large amount of private information. In this situation,
providing the services for the users without exposing their
private information is a big research challenge. One way is to
remove the private data before computing at the cloud servers.
Thus, deploying the processing capabilities at the edge of
the smart home is the better method to ensure user secrecy
and data confidentiality. In ensuring data and user secrecy
at the network edge, there are still several challenges. Fog
and edge computing are well-thought-out as the promising
augmentation of the distributed computing standard. For this
reason, several cloud applications accept the visualization
of fog and edge computing by deploying computational
resources near the network edge.

To ensure the security and privacy on edge and fog devices
in a network, researchers have to assure the most important
characteristics such as confidentiality, integrity, and acces-
sibility [2]. Among these characteristics, confidentiality and
integrity provide data privacy guarantee while accessibility
assures the sharing of the resource between edge nodes when-
ever required [154]. Authentication, access control, privacy,
and intrusion attack are the main security concerns in fog and
edge computing. Whenever any edge device is connecting
or leaving the network without any restriction in a dynamic
IoT network, a connectivity structure has to confirm that
the security is well-preserved at the edge and fog node by
authenticating the different devices in the network [24].

An edge environment is made out of heterogeneous devices
distributed in a multi-layer model with their security issues.
Besides, new security issues appear from consolidating these
devices to frame another IoT ecosystem. In Table 4 we
have discussed all conceivable security issues of the edge
computing system considering each architectural component.
Analyses of all the above-mentioned attacks that can target
any network infrastructure are all discussed in [155].

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SECURITY THREAT MODELS IN
EDGE COMPUTING
A. DISTRIBUTED DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS
Due to the highmobility of the user devices, the edge comput-
ing security threat situation is persistently evolving. Attackers
can join the network group easily and it is hard to plan and
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TABLE 4. Edge computing threat model.

implement the new security mechanisms due to heteroge-
neous devices from different device suppliers using different
technologies [155]. Most of the security threats and attacks
encountered by edge computing and related paradigms are
mainly due to design faults, bad configuration, and imple-
mentation bugs. By the security attacks and threats that edge
computing is facing, the attacker’s main focus is to introduce
the design errors, misconfigurations, and bugs enactment.
Edge servers are computationally less powerful software and
hardware relative to the cloud to withhold strong defense
mechanisms against the attacks [3] and are more prone to
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks.
Attack Specifications: The DDoS attacks happen when

edge devices are communicating with edge servers, here
attackers first attack cluster edge devices to take full control
over them; then it tries to control every device to launchDDoS
attacks and target the edge servers and shut down the services
of the whole network. A simple architecture of the DoS attack
is shown in Figure 6 to understand the DoS attack.

FIGURE 6. The architecture of the DDoS attack.

Current Defense Solutions: The root causes of the above
mentioned two attacks are given as:

a) Protocol-level design vulnerabilities within the network
communication protocols are the main root cause of flood-
based attacks.

b) While in the code-level vulnerabilities which also trig-
germemory failures are the cause of the zero-day attacks. The
current defense solution mainly adopts a detect-filter philos-
ophy in flooding-based attacks while code-level vulnerability
identification is mainly focused on zero-day attacks.

1) FLOOD BASED ATTACKS
Flooding based attack is a type of DoS attack in which the
attacker’s main aim is to shut down the normal services of
servers by sending a large amount of flooded malicious net-
work packets, which are mainly classified as internet control
message protocol (ICMP), user datagram protocol (UDP),
SYN flooding (synchronous) and Slowloris. As per the UDP
flooding attack, the attacker continuously sends a huge num-
ber of noisy UDP packets to start targeting edge servers to
make servers incapable to handle and interrupt the normal
function of edge servers [156].

In an ICMP flooding attack, the attacker tries to exploit the
protocol of ICMP to craft an attack by sending an unlimited
number of echo request packets to the target edge server as
soon as possible without waiting for their reply, resulting in
a significant system-wide slowdown [157]. The transmission
control protocol (TCP) also initiates a huge number of SYN
requests to target edge server with a spoofed IP address,
while the server waits for ACK confirmation which never
comes [158].

Defense solutions against flooding-based attacks:In
flooding-based DDoS attacks the detection can be mainly
classified into two categories as defined below.

a: PER-PACKET BASED DETECTION
Its main aim is to find a flooding-based attack at the packet
level, this type of attack happens by sending an enormous
number of malicious network packets, filtering, and detect-
ing these can have an effective defense. This scrutiny was
investigated in [159], which recommended adding a packet
filtering mechanism into congestion control frameworks to
reduce the attacks. In [160], the authors tried to develop a
more effective scheme and presented two new mechanisms
to find DDoS attacks by evaluating the distance values and
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traffic rates. Moreover, [161] used congestion control in IP
networks for spotting possible DDoS attacks based on packet
identifiers.

b: STATISTICS-BASED DETECTION
This approach, however, finds DDoS attacks based on the
initiation of clusters of DDoS traffics. These methods do not
require the per-packet information and IP/MAC addresses for
attack detection. The available statistical detection techniques
use either machine learning tools or packet entropy. Various
entropy mechanisms have been developed by researchers
in [162], [163] to find the best possible DDoS traffic. These
methods also require somehow manual efforts which is a bit
challenging if DDoS traffics is encrypted. But to find accurate
detection this also requires the distribution of a bulky quantity
of traffic. To detect encrypted attacks, a deep learning model
using auto-encoder is proposed in [164]. In an SDN [165],
DDoS attacks are identified by using Neural Networks.

2) ZERO-DAY DDOS ATTACKS
In this attack, the attacker must find an unknown vulnerability
called a zero-day vulnerability, in a piece of codes running on
the edge server which is in the target. This type of attack may
cause memory corruption and can even lead to the crushing
of services on that very edge. These types of attacks are very
difficult to defend since it exploits a zero-day vulnerability
that is almost unable to detect by the user [155].

Defense solutions against zero-day attacks: While defend-
ing zero-day attacks a new mechanism was developed by
researchers such as ECC-memory and point twistedness
detection in [155], [166] to advert probable memory drips in
the program, but still these techniques cannot work without
the source codes which are not present at edge devices. The
authors of [155], [167] proposed different approaches based
only on the firmware to perform memory analysis while the
authors of [155], [168] used deep learning methods to find
the desired solutions, for example, graph neural networks
(GNN), natural language processing (NLP), and recurrent
neural networks (RNN) which can identify weaknesses in
firmware with high correctness rates. The authors of [169]
used the SDN to establish an IoT firewall to minimize the
attack surface of exposed IoT devices.

B. SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACKS AND DEFENSE MECHANISM
The side-channel attack is the type of attack where the weak-
nesses in the implemented algorithm are not exploited but
are based on sensitive information gained from the execution
of certain ML or DL models on the data obtained from side-
channels [155]. Communication signals, power consumption,
and smart edge devices (embedded sensors) are the most
common edge computing side channels. The attacker con-
tinuously monitors and exploits the communicated data such
as communication signals, power consumption data, etc.,
to mine some sensitive information, and meanwhile, edge
device communication channels are covertly accessed by
attackers to steal the desired data generated by the embedded

sensors publicly available. Table 5 elaborates on the differ-
ent side-channel attacks with their behavior and defending
mechanism.

V. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
A. INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
The blockchain is a distributed ledger open to anybody.
Fundamentally, it is a decentralized, pooled, and hard to
tamper database of records or ledger of every single record
(transactions) that has ever been executed and communicated
between the parties across a peer-to-peer (P2P) network [42],
[170]–[172]. It comprises data blocks chained together with
each dependent hash values that have verified or timestamped
using a consensus mechanism by the majority of miners
actively involved in authenticating and verifying transac-
tions. Once the transactions are timestamped and verified
by miners, they can never be erased or tampered with (i.e.
immutable).

The data authenticity and integrity proof is provided by
the integration of elliptical-curve cryptography (ECC) and
the secure hashing algorithm (SHA-256). Blockchain is a
distributed network designed to make non-trusting nodes
communicate with each other in a secured manner without
any trusted central control authority [42]–[44]. Key character-
istics of blockchain are listed and described in Table 6 below.
Use cases of blockchain are growing to several fields for
instance banking, health, IoT, BOINC (Berkeley open infras-
tructure network computing grid), voting systems, and many
others [31]–[33]. The companies and groups currently work-
ing on blockchain 3.0 projects are IOTA [34], Dfinity [173],
EOS [174], Lightning Group [135], Hash Group [175],
NEO [62], and Ethurium itself [35]. These projects seek to
extend the capacities of current blockchains. The structure of
a block in the blockchain is shown in Figure 7.

With the rise of blockchain technology, smart contracts
fundamentally containers of codes having self-verifying, self-
executing, and immutable properties have turned out to be the
most sought-after technologies [42], [176]. A vital premise
for smart contracts is to characterize an obligatory agree-
ment between the participating parties and make sure every
party carries out their obligations under the agreement. Smart
contracts remove the need for any legal centralized control
authority between the contract members and also support
transactions between untrusted users without any third-party
dependency, the necessity of direct mutual communication
between two parties [177], and altogether make the sys-
tem robust against any malicious attacks. The structure of
a smart contract consisting of value, functions, state, and
address [178]. Smart contracts in a blockchain network are
nothing more than the functions placed on the blockchain
having the capability to implement them. Unique addresses
allocated to trusted entities by the blockchain can be uti-
lized to initiate a transaction to a smart contract. There are
three roughly categorized types of blockchains: the restricted
network (limited to a certain group of users), unrestricted
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TABLE 5. Side-channel attacks and their behavior.

FIGURE 7. Structure of a block in a blockchain.

network (open to anyone to join in), consortium networking,
(only certain selected nodes can validate the users) or the
hybrid blockchain (restricted and unrestricted blockchain).
Table 7 lists distinctions between different blockchain
networks based on certain key characteristics.

B. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
Blockchain is a structure of blocks holding a comprehen-
sive list of transaction history identical to a standard public
ledger. The blocks in the network are certified by consensus
between the participating edge nodes employing a digital
signature based asymmetric cryptography mechanism. The
blockchain architecture is divided into four layers: appli-
cations, distributed computing, platform, and infrastructure.

All the hardware modules are in the architecture layer like
network facilities, data storage, and nodes. Remote procedure
call (RPC), API, and representational state transfer (REST)
are the functions facilitated by the platform layer. Table 8
describes the types of nodes in the blockchain network
[35], [176]. The validated block consists of a timestamp,
parent block’s hash value, and a nonce for the verification of
the hash. The integrity of blockchain is ensured through the
genesis block (first block). Genesis block contains the entire
hash function, access control rights, the block generation
interval, and the block size. All other blocks connected in the
chain are linked to this block. The block components used in
blockchain transaction execution are shown in Figure 8 and
described in Table 9.

There is a surge in the development of blockchain
platforms in the last decade has acquainted with different
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TABLE 6. Key characteristics of the blockchain technology.

TABLE 7. Comparison of the categorized blockchain networks.

architectures based on application requirements in a budding
cooperative environment [47]. The literature has classified
the blockchain architectures based on their characteristics
as single-ledger based architecture [35], [47], multi-ledger-
based architecture [177], [178], and interoperability-based
architecture [179], [180]. In a single-ledger based system,
the corresponding architectures vary depending on network
applications such as public [181], private [182], and hybrid
blockchains [50].

Interoperability increases the security of a blockchain
network by connecting it with a different blockchain. The
anchoring process is used to connect two blockchains.
Anchoring guarantees the prodigious immutability of
the sidechain. Figure 9 represents all the architectural

components in public, private, single-ledger, multiple-ledger-
based blockchain platforms based on their characteristics.

C. DECENTRALIZED CONSENSUS PROCESS
In blockchain applications, designers need to resolve the
double-spending problem and byzantine generals problem.
In a blockchain, there are no centralized transaction systems
and thus are solved together by several distributed nodes
by verifying and validating the transaction. Though, due to
the mischievous attacks on some nodes to tamper with the
communication data. The other normal nodes first need to
find the tampered data and validate the consistent results from
the other network nodes. Thus, to ensure the trustworthiness
and regularity of the data and transactions, a distributed
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TABLE 8. Classification of blockchain network nodes.

FIGURE 8. Execution of blockchain transaction.

consensus mechanism [29], [30], [183] is adopted by the
blockchain [184]. To reach the consensus between the nodes
in a blockchain [177], different approaches with their mech-
anisms are presented in Table 10.

Several consensus algorithms have been developed in the
last three decades for blockchain. In the case of employ-
ing blockchain in edge computing and IoT, it is essen-
tial to first understand the different blockchain platforms,

consensus algorithms, and their current constraints. Table 11
differentiates different consensus algorithms based on their
characteristics.

D. PLATFORMS FOR BLOCKCHAIN SIMULATION
By demonstrating its potential and capabilities for diverse
applications, blockchain technology has attracted the
attention of researchers and industry since the decade.
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TABLE 9. Transaction execution flow components used in a blockchain.

These features paved way for much technological advance-
ment. Several platforms have evolved using blockchain tech-
nology; most of these platforms were developed for financial
applications like Bitcoin. These platforms help individuals
and companies in creating applications based on blockchain
technology without any need to develop their blockchain.
Blockchain is now finding its applications across diverse
fields such as healthcare; IoT, supply chain, data manage-
ment, and security and privacy are the new trends and
evolving areas of research.

Numerous blockchain platforms [185] have been devel-
oped and several application-specific platforms are evolving
such as IOTA, NEO, EOS, etc. It is a critical step to decide the
most appropriate platform to initiate any blockchain project
due to a lot of technical characteristics that need to be
evaluated in advance.

By a methodical comparison of sixteen popular blockchain
platforms in Table 12 and Table 13, researchers and
blockchain-based application developers can readily select
the most suitable one for the application of interest. The two
tables show that most platforms share comparable features;
however, they are also specialized in different technical char-
acteristics, including transaction speed, transaction through-
put, latency, scalability, transaction integrity and authenticity,
data confidentiality, ID management, enhancing user pri-
vacy or anonymity, and supporting permissioned or private
blockchain networks. Based on our findings, we believe that
most edge computing applications are still in the early stages
of conceptualization, and the use of blockchain technology in
edge computing needs to be tailored and optimized. The best
selection largely depends on the application type and several
other factors discussed above.

VI. CHALLENGES AND RISKS OF BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
Meanwhile, with the growing size of the network, the nodes
require more and more resources. The storage requirements
are significant at nodes of the full chain that shrinks the
capacity scale of the network, and the performance also gets
decreased due to oversized chain.

For the forthcoming generation of systems based on inter-
net interaction blockchain technology has come up as a highly
promising technology, such as IoT, edge computing, smart
contracts, and security services. Even though blockchain
technology has evident potential for building the next gen-
eration internet systems, it has its technical challenges that
need to be addressed. Some key challenges of blockchain
technology are described as follows.

A. PERFORMANCE AND STORAGE CAPACITY
Expanding the blockchains can harm the throughput and
redundancy as the system necessities to manage the expanded
volume of data exchange and processing. Using PoW which
is a central processing unit that helps to mine faster is also
expensive and energy-consuming. In PoW protocol there is
also the risk of numerous branches that can approach towards
double-spending problem [42].

B. SCALABILITY
The blockchain becomes bulky with every passing day by
increasing the number of transactions and has surpassed
100 GB storage at present. For validation, all these trans-
actions need to be stored by the nodes. Moreover, there is
a restriction on the block size and a minimum time interval
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FIGURE 9. The architectural components of different blockchain platforms.

gap between block generations. Any conventional platform
needs thousands of transactions per second (TPS) whereas
bitcoin processes only 7 TPS that makes it impossible to
execute millions of transactions in a real-time scenario. Even
due to the small capacity of blocks a large number of trans-
actions might be delayed and then goes for those transac-
tion executions with a high service charge. Though, with
large block size, the data propagation speed is decreased and
leads to blockchain branches. This scalability problem has
been proposed by many authors in two categories: Storage

optimization of blockchain and redesigning blockchains
[62], [186]. The transaction speed (in TPS) and the time
interval to generate a new block describe the computational
power and have a direct effect on the confirmation time of a
transaction. Therefore, the scalability issue is challenging.

C. PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Whenever a customer makes a transaction the blockchain
will provide privacy and secrecy to the personal data of the
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TABLE 10. Different consensus approaches and their mechanism in blockchain.

TABLE 11. Characteristics comparison of consensus algorithms.

user. Blockchain technology will not use your real identity,
whereas it will generate addresses for each user. The users

can do their transactions by using public and private keys
without exposing their real identity. However, because of the
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TABLE 12. Characteristics of different blockchain platforms (part 1).

visibility of publicly public keys, transaction privacy cannot
be guaranteed by blockchain technology [41], [47], [187]
described by the author [183] in detail.

In bitcoin, among many vulnerabilities and security threats
that are discovered, 51% of attacks [65] are common attacks,
and double-spend attacks are also possible in fast payments
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TABLE 13. Characteristics of different blockchain platforms (part 2).

in blockchain [43]. Similarly, in these scenarios race attack
is also possible. There are many such attacks in blockchain
technology for instance DoS, a man in the middle, Finney

attack which is a more erudite double attack, and eclipse
attack. Those attacks can damage the inter-edge node com-
munication channels.
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D. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
In bitcoin, the transaction is performed among peers in a
trustless distributed environment by PoW algorithms that
consume a huge amount of electrical energy [189]. The
total consumption of energy in bitcoins is very high as
reported if bitcoin were a country the energy consumption
will be higher as the energy consumption in Iraq, Hong Kong,
etc. [190] by the International Energy Agency. Bitcoin not
only consumes a huge amount of energy but it also contributes
to an extreme carbon footprint even bitcoin alone takes a
big role in global warming up to 2 degrees in less than
three decades. Thus, the solution to reduce energy consump-
tion might be to redesign the infrastructure of blockchain
and energy-efficient algorithms. Bitcoin energy consumption
according to index [191] is shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14. Bitcoin energy consumption.

E. SECURITY RISKS OF BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is a structure of blocks holding a comprehen-
sive list of transaction histories open to everyone in a dis-
tributed P2P system. Therefore, there is always a risk that
corrupt peers could manipulate transaction history data. The
blockchain risks are divided into nine categories as shown
in Table 15. The causes of these risks under the range of
blockchain technology are also described in the given table.
Among these nine categories, the first five come under the
category of common risks of blockchain while the last four
come under specific risks of blockchain.

VII. BLOCKCHAIN AND ITS INTEGRATION WITH EDGE
COMPUTING
Edge computing, an open architecture that is enabling inno-
vations for IoT, 5G, AI, etc., has been regarded as a solu-
tion for mitigating several security threats. Edge’s distributed
architecture safeguards connected systems from edge server
to device by creating an additional layer of system secu-
rity in which computation, control, storage, networking, and
communications execute close to the services and the data
sources. With edge, security resides directly in the local
context, rather than a remote function.

Edge nodes protect cloud-based IoT and edge-based ser-
vices by performing a wide range of security functions on a
large number of interconnected devices even the smallest and

themost resource-constrained. The security functions include
providing a trusted distributed platform and execution envi-
ronment for different services, managing and updating secu-
rity credentials, scanning for malware, and timely distributing
software patches quickly and at scale. Edge ensures trustwor-
thy communication by detecting, validating, and reporting
attacks. It can monitor the security status of nearby devices
to quickly detect and isolate threats.

If a security breach is detected, the edge provides trusted
architecture components locally that enable real-time event
response directly. The local context of the attack detec-
tion and response minimizes the disruption of services.
Through edge computing network’s scalability, modularity,
capacity, and resource distribution, blockchain deployments
for low-cost endpoints are very challenging. However,
blockchain can be a potential solution for many security and
other challenges in edge computing. Therefore, blockchain
convergence can complement edge computing with reliable
and secure communication. The blockchain has also been
considered one of the potential solutions to address many
edge computing and IoT technical challenges.

One of the recent methods [55] for implementation of
blockchains into IoT edge consists of cloud-blockchain
hybrid architecture, in which a maximum volume of the
IoT data is transported over the conventional IoT cloud-edge
architecture. At the application level, the blockchain is
employed where public accountability is required. The per-
ception is to influence the low-latency data exchange of the
conventional cloud and edge architecture, along with the
immutable data storage functionalities of blockchains. As a
result, the authors of [55] proposed a hybrid cloud-blockchain
architecture shown in Figure 10, which would decrease the
need of storing all the generated events in the blockchain.
The architecture shown in this figure takes advantage of
the accountability characteristics of the blockchain; however,
it does not enforce service level agreements in a distributed
manner for security all over the IoT edge.

FIGURE 10. Cloud-blockchain hybrid architecture for edge.

For harvesting the advantages of blockchain-based edge
computing, the horizontal scaling of blockchains over the
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TABLE 15. Nomenclature of blockchain technology threats.

edge is the utmost solution. Multiple locally deployed
blockchains for multiple IoT edge networks, industrial seg-
ments, and heterogeneous networks are some other promis-
ing network architectures. The horizontal distribution of the
blockchains and the blockchain-based solutions are vital
to implementing blockchains at edges. The objective is to
develop multiple blockchains or different blockchain mod-
ules, maintain communication records between IoT edges,
and enforce service level agreements throughout the IoT
edge network. Currently, different research developments
are going on to implement shards of blockchains on the
protocol level [58]. However, the existing architecture for a
blockchain-based IoT edge is a hierarchical, multi-layered
blockchain design, whereby permissioned and permissionless
interaction between different blockchains can anticipatively
aim to combine different segments of the IoT edge without
overpowering other networks.

The layered-edge blockchain distributions are permis-
sioned blockchains, where highly complex consensus algo-
rithms are not required. Any external node can access the
blockchain network after getting acceptance from any exist-
ing user. PBFT and other consensus protocols use voting
methods that create higher network overhead than public
blockchain consensus protocols such as PoW. Thus, private
edge-tier blockchain architecture necessitates limitations on
participating nodes and should be distributed in a localized
network. Moreover, it is important to ensure the integrity of
the data design considerations of the edge-tier blockchains.
It becomes necessary to validate the content originality,
as private-permissioned blockchains are unable to provide
a similar degree of distribution and immutability as open
permissionless blockchains. Therefore, for the integrity of
the network, it is necessary to make core-tier blockchains
to keep hash of some recently generated blocks period-
ically in each edge-tier or utilize an independent public
blockchain as an archive for hashes of all edge-tier networks.
Some specific edge nodes in the edge-tier architecture act

as gateways to make an interface between edge-tier and
core-tier blockchains. Figure 11 represents the multi-tiered
blockchain-based IoT edge architecture.

Communications among blockchains are being investi-
gated at the protocol level [192]; though, blockchain applica-
tions created on platforms namely Ethereum andHyperledger
can communicate at the application level. Consequently,
horizontally scaling architecture of blockchain is a feasible
objective for giving distributed security to various IoT edge
verticals.

An alternative methodology for keeping up transaction
records is to store singular transactions in TDAGs. A case
of such transaction graphs, or TDAGs, is found in the IOTA
tangle [34]. TDAGs, including the IOTA tangle, incorporate
Merkle trees of prior transaction IDs inside every data block.
Approval time for newly generated transactions is hypothet-
ically very small as arriving transactions just require to be
approved by neighboring nodes of a transaction generating
node. IOTA tangle can be viewed as a potential solution for
the scalability in the IoT edge network since tangle TDAG is
not restricted to linear processing of transactions and keeps
getting wider with higher volumes of incoming transactions.
All arrival transactions are connected to various preceding
transactions at the tip of the tangle, and every transaction
is validated with preceding ones, accordingly decreasing the
latency in public blockchain consensus algorithms. Apart
from those architectures shown in Figures 10 and 11, an inte-
grated blockchain and edge computing network architecture
(cf. Figure 4) has been presented in the case study subsection
(II-B). The blockchain-enabled edge architecture can solve
the problems of naming and addressing, as well as certain
security issues in edge computing. It also significantly simpli-
fies the key management and distribution by assigning GUID
and other communication protocols.

In addition, the blockchain is also important to reduce the
dependency on platform providers. Next, we present some
indispensable key features of blockchain that can solve many
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FIGURE 11. Multi-tiered blockchain-based IoT edge architecture.

challenges and issues for edge computing including security
issues.

A. ADDRESSING FOR THE DEVICES
Blockchain has a 20-byte address space while IPV6 has a
16-byte address space. The address generated by blockchain
is 160-bit using the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algo-
rithm (ECDSA). By using a 20-byte address, the blockchain
can generate and assign addresses to about 1.46 × 1048

devices having an extremely low address collision likelihood.
As a result, it is secure to allocate a global unique identity
(GUI) which requires no signing in or individual authenti-
cation for edge devices. Blockchain eliminates the central
authority and control of such as internet assigned numbers
authority (IANA). At the moment, IANA is responsible for
the allocation of IPv5 and IPv6 addresses. Edge devices with
limited memory, power, and data processing resources will
not be able to run the IPv6 stake.

B. RELIABILITY
Blockchain is a decentralized, pooled, and immutable
database of the records or ledger of every single transaction
that has ever been executed and communicated between the
different parties across a P2P network. It comprises data
blocks chained together with each dependent hash value
verified and timestamped by consensus of a majority of
miners actively involved in authenticating and verifying

transactions. Once the transactions are timestamped and
verified by miners, they can never be erased or tampered with
(i.e. immutability). Besides, blockchain empowers device
data tractability and liability. Reliability is the crucial char-
acteristic of blockchain technology to edge computing.

C. IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Blockchain identity and access management (IAM) [43]
for edge computing can address several issues efficiently,
securely, and in a trustworthy way. With blockchain owner-
ship and identity relationships of a device that keeps chang-
ing from a manufacturer to a consumer can be managed
by assigning a global identifier for each device. The user
ownership of a device is changed when the device is resold or
compromised. Management of device attributes and associa-
tions is another challenge. All these challenges can be solved
proficiently, effortlessly, and securely by using blockchain
technology. At every point throughout the life cycle and
supply chain of the mobile or edge device, the blockchain
can offer trustworthy distributed management, control, and
tracking.

D. VALIDATION, AUTHORIZATION, AND CONFIDENTIALITY
A smart contract can deliver distributed authentication logic
and methods to offer single and multi-user authentication to
an end-user. The smart contract based authorization access
process is very simple in comparison with protocols e.g.
OpenID, OAuth 2.0, open mobile alliance (OMA-DM), and
lightweight machine-to-machine (LWM2M) for validation,
authorization, and managing of edge devices. Smart contracts
can be used to guarantee data privacy by setting access
rules and time. The smart contract also controls the right to
update, reconfigure, generate new key pairs, and change own-
erships, as well as upgrade and patch the hardware/software
components.

E. SECURE SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION
Utilizing the secure-immutable storage characteristics of
blockchain, codes can be installed in the devices securely
and safely. Manufacturers can trace the system status and
provide authenticated and immutable updates to the system.
This functionality can be utilized to update the edge devices
securely by edge computing.

F. AUTHENTICATION AND INTEGRITY OF DATA
The data transmitted by blockchain-enabled edge devices will
always be verified and signed by the legitimate user holding a
distinctive global unique identity (GUID), therefore confirm-
ing the authentication [193] and integrity of the transferred
information. Besides, distributed ledgers are used to store all
the transactions and can be securely traced in the blockchain.

G. SELF-GOVERNANCE
Blockchain technology enables cutting edge features of next-
generation applications, by making conceivable the advance-
ment of autonomous systems as a service. Blockchain gives
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devices the capability to interact and share data with no
need for any central coordinator or management. The edge
computing device can take advantage of such functionality to
deliver device-skeptic and decoupled applications.

H. SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
Internet protocols such as MQTT, CoAp, XMPP, and routing
protocols of RPL and 6LoWPAN are inherently vulnerable
by architecture. We need to wrap these protocols by other
security algorithms or protocols like DTLS or TLS to direct
messages and application protocols to achieve safe commu-
nication. Similar to the case with the routing protocols, IPsec
is employed to give security to RPL and LowPAN schemes.
These protocols are heavy and complex for the edge devices
due to their high computational and memory needs.

Protocols such as MQTT, XMPP, and RPL have com-
plicated central key management and distribution processes
due to the use of public key infrastructure (PKI) proto-
col. Blockchain eliminates the key management and distri-
bution by allocating GUID to each device and also simplifies
other security protocols significantly such as DTLS, eradicat-
ing the need for key performance indicator (KPI) certificate
exchange at the handshake phase. Henceforth, edge devices
require light-weight protocols that will run on the constrained
computational and memory resources.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The convergence of blockchain with edge computing has
brought the capability of providing security to the critical
infrastructures and protecting the privacy-sensitive informa-
tion in the network, by the integration of these two tech-
nologies, in particular on the IoT device layer, blockchain
edge layer, and cloud computing layer as shown in Figure 4.
The blockchain plays an important role in connecting edge
computing nodes and cloud servers in the same plane via an
overlay network (i.e., P2P networks). Next, let us summarize
the counter-measures to guarantee the security and privacy of
the IoT edge infrastructures in the communication, network,
and computing layers of the network, respectively.

In the communication layer, the convergence of blockchain
with edge computing preserves the privacy and security of
IoT edge devices in radio spectrum management and ID
management. In the network layer, it can protect the security
in aspects of network access control, network services, and
network softwarisation such as SDN, NFV, and network slic-
ing. In the computing layer, the incorporation of blockchain
into edge computing can solve the security problems by
enhancing the characteristics of edge and cloud orchestration,
and data caching and storage. It also introduces pricing and
incentive mechanisms for participating in the block veri-
fication process. Thus for the practical implementation of
these solutions, the convergence services should be divided
into different computing services distributed across the entire
network. Thus in the scenario shown in Figure 4, the cloud
servers and data storage servers with high computing and
storage capabilities store the entire blockchain and perform

computationally intensive tasks. However, the edge nodes and
IoT devices may store partial blockchains.

IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented a comprehensive survey of edge com-
puting and blockchain technologies, specifically, including
the decentralized security model considerations and require-
ments for upgrading the applicability of edge computing, and
how various state-of-the-art technologies such as blockchain,
AI, IoT, and ML can help the construction of a secure
edge computing paradigm. By the blockchain technology,
smart contracts, consensus mechanisms, AI and ML algo-
rithms, it can be anticipated that QoS and security of edge
computing can be significantly upgraded in the prospec-
tive future. Furthermore, we have presented some possi-
ble potential blockchain solutions to main security attacks
in edge computing. In addition to the existing solutions
shown in Figures 10 and 11, one potential solution is the
proposed integrated blockchain and edge computing archi-
tecture (cf. Figure 4), where smart contracts are used for
edge device registration, data storage, service, and resource
management along with authentication of transaction data.
Finally, we summarized and identified some open research
issues and challenges for offering reliable, proficient, and
scalable security services of edge computing. Thus, further
investigation is still essential to build an edge-blockchain
framework formassive collaboration, reconfiguration, energy
efficiency, scalability, and flexibility. Surely, it is necessary
that the imparity be decreased amongst edge computing,
blockchain architectures, and diverse protocols to achieve
the ultimate objective of secure and reliable edge computing
networking services.

Implementation of blockchain-based solutions will be one
of our future studies to resolve the security and privacy
issues faced by edge computing and related applications.
Moreover, it is also worthwhile to develop different meth-
ods for optimization of blockchain architectures subject to
resource constraints on IoT edge devices and applications,
such as lightweight consensus algorithms, distributed trust
methods, and distributed throughput management strategies.
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